PA/09407/17 (EA/00015/17) - Comments received by ERA during the review of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Report and following the Public Hearing
1.1

Comments received by ERA during the EIA Review (From 21st February 2021 to 23rd March 2021)

* Note: these references refer to document A07a of the EIA Report.

A. Civil Protection Department (Email dated 24th February 2021)
Comments

EIA Coordinator response

The applicant shall submit the fire safety report adhering to the Design guidelines on fire safety
for buildings in Malta, CPD approved standards and the Laws and Regulations of Malta prepared
by the fire safety competent engineer. The access and facilities for the fire service covering the
whole project proposal as indicated in your subjoined correspondence, shall be included and
referred directly to the CPD for consultation, feedback and the relevant clearance.
Should the applicant or the Planning Authority fail to correspond directly on civilprotection@gov.mt
, the CPD will not be in a position to provide the consultation and subsequently any no objection.

Reference is made to the Figures 25 and 25 on pages
74 and 75 of the EIA Report. Fire reports would be
submitted by the Applicant as requested by the CPD,
to support applications for full development
permissions for different sections of the proposed
development.

B. Environmental Health Directorate (Email dated 23rd March 2021)
Comments

EIA Coordinator response

With reference to environmental planning statement dated February 2021 regarding subject
indicated in caption, kindly be informed that this Directorate would like to submit the following
comments/recommendations regarding this proposal:

All the points made by the EHD shall be taken in
consideration in the development of the detailed design
of the proposed development.

Construction Phase
Should this proposal be accepted, the applicant is to adopt best practice methods together with
good site practices and ensure compliance with Environmental Management Construction Site
Regulations during the construction phase. Moreover, applicant is to implement all proposed
mitigation measures so as to cause least nuisance and mitigate adverse air (from dust dispersal
and emissions from vehicles and machinery), noise and vibration impacts on sensitive receptors
in the Area of Influence and on the general public. Hence the importance of drawing up and
implementation of a Construction Management Plan to ensure adherence to proper site
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management practices so as to address sea water, and surface water pollution, to mitigate other
adverse construction impacts, including construction traffic impacts and to ensure safety
measures. Monitoring of construction works is also highly recommended so as to ensure
implementation of all necessary mitigation measures and adherence to work practices
throughout all the phases of the project. The use of water sprays to maintain dampness of the
mineral can cause surface runoff on sea water and thus this has to be mitigated. The creation of
water aerosols from such activity should also be minimized as this may be of risk to employees
hence it is recommended that said water is treated with chlorine prior use. It is highly
recommended that slit curtains are used under necessary supervision. Said silt curtains will aid
to limit the spread of construction waste that ends in the sea.
Safe and proper handling of raw materials on site should also be ensured to reduce the risk of
spillage that might lead to contamination of sea water. Good practice and adequate preventive
measures are to be taken for any accidental spillage of construction material, dredging and/or
excavation waste, hazardous fluids, fuel and lubricants which are also to be well managed and
adequately stored. The necessary arrangements for remedial and/or removal works affecting
asbestos if and when appropriate are to be made.
Water
1st Class water:
Cold water
For potable cold-water system is being envisaged that a reverse –osmosis plant would be
installed for the project. Said plant must be registered with the EHD and follow LN 17 of 2009
Water Intended for Human Consumption Regulations as amended. Microbiological and chemical
samples are to be taken at least every 3 months or more frequent. The discharge point from the
RO water system must be clearly indicated.
It is recommended that water supply in the kitchens is supplied direct form mains.
Water fountains for drinking purpose are to be supplied with first class water. It is being
recommended that water fountains have a sand filtration and UV system to help circulating the
water. Said fountains are to be monitored by taking microbiological and chemical samples at
least every 3 months or more frequent. Also it is recommended that Legionella samples are taken
every 6 months since these can generate aerosol which is the main sources how Legionella
Bacteria can affect the human health.
Hot water
Any boilers used to heat water must be maintained at temperature of 80 deg Celsius and hot
water holding tank must be of 60 deg Celsius.
2nd Class water
Rainwater reservoir must be physical separated from reservoir used to collect grey water. If the
reservoir for collection of rainwater is constructed adjacent to the reservoir to collect grey water,
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there should be an air cavity to reduce the risk of contamination and identify any possible
leakages. Water collected from rainwater MUST NOT be used for human consumption. Said
water can be used as second-class water and/or for irrigation. If the second-class/ grey water is
used for flushing apparatus, water is treated prior use. The overflow of rainwater reservoir used
for the collection of rainwater MUST NOT be connected to the drainage system but onto the
street. The overflow of grey water reservoir must not overflow into the streets or another part of
the scheme.
No rainwater must end in the sewer, however rainwater that might be contaminated with fuel or
oils is to pass through an oil interceptor before being discharged into the street. The necessary
mitigation measures are to be adopted with this regard. Where possible no rainwater runoff in
discharged into the sea.
Air & Noise Pollution
All necessary mitigation measures are to be implemented during the construction phase to
reduce the level of air pollution. All mitigation measures to control dust must be carried out with
caution to prevent that runoff ends in the sea water. Measures mentioned to ensure that surface
run-off, water used for dust control, water used for wheel washing and general cleaning are to
be adopted and maintained during construction and operational phase. It is also pertinent that
during the operation of the scheme all proposed mitigation measures are strictly implemented so
as to mitigate all environmental risks especially through, surface and airborne pollution.
All the necessary mitigation measures during the construction and operation phase of the project
are to be implementing to prevent and/or reduce the level of noise pollution in the surrounding
area.
If any mechanical ventilation is used in the basement car parking at Manoel Island must not reach
the noise level range between 32-42 dB at the nearest bedrooms. This is an indication identified
by WHO, were it states the threshold level for noise exposure which may have an effect on the
human health 32-42db.
Waste Management
Waste management strategy should be adopted and implemented during the excavation/
construction/ dredging and operational phases so that all generated waste streams will be
contained, separated and disposed of safely through the appropriate facilities and according to
the necessary permits/licences.
With regards to removal and disposal of any hazardous waste, adherence to regulatory codes
and procedures and due diligence is important in view of the health and safety and any adverse
impacts on nearby sensitive receptors. The necessary permits by competent personal/authorities
are to be obtained when construction waste is carried out by sea transport using barges or
dumped at sea. The necessary mitigation measures are to be adopted when construction waste
is transferred into the barges to limit the accidental or deliberate spillage into the sea.
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It is important that the sewage system should be located in a manner so that no sewage reaches
/flows into the marine environment. Collection tank for sewage that cannot directly flow in the
WSC sewage system must be double skin and leak proof. Said tank cannot be in the vicinity of
tanks used for the first class water.
Generated wastes, cleaning chemicals, etc. from any temporary sanitary facilities for on-site
workers should be properly disposed of.
Restrooms
Every restroom present in the premises should be supplied with a wash hand basin and adequate
source of ventilation and light. The wash hand basin should be supplied with potable water. The
wash hand basin must be connected to a waste water pipe that discharge on a gully trap situated
in open area and connected with regular drains.
Light
It is recommended that light dispersion is to be controlled to avoid undesirable pollution effects
on the neighbouring environment is highly recommended.
Pest Control
Pest control treatment is to be carried out during the operational phase taking particularly in
dedicated waste storage area.
Traffic Management
It is recommended that construction traffic follows established specific routes and adequate site
management together with other measures such as storing or transporting creed sand and other
loose building materials in containers with suitable covers which effectively prevent dispersal of
dusts, washing of wheels and other dust control measures are taken to mitigate adverse dust
impacts and nuisances from heavy vehicles during transportation. All other mitigation measures
which may be necessary to minimise nuisances and adverse health impacts from construction
traffic are to be implemented.
All proposed mitigation measures regarding adverse impacts arising from this development
during the construction and operation phase are to be implemented by applicant to mitigate any
significant adverse health effects and nuisances on sensitive receptors in the Area of Influence
and the general public. The possible health effects of any residual impacts that cannot be
mitigated and the overall cumulative impacts should also be taken into consideration. Land use
requirements during construction such as take up of major road leading to traffic build up and
road safety issues in such a busy road should be included in the Environment Planning
Statement.
Fuel and hazards material storage
Any storage of fuel and hazards material must be place in sealed and leak proof containers to
minimise the risk of contamination through leakages into the rock below. It is recommended that
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the site should be sealed with geotextile material and covered with an impermeable layer of
concrete to cover all the area.
Yacht marina
It is pertinent that with regards to utilities, the Marina operational regulations include details for
an adequate and direct supply of potable water to be readily available at the quay for use by the
vessels. A sewage system for the discharge of waste water from vessels directly into the main
sewage system is also to be provided. It is recommended that a sewage system for the discharge
of waste water from boats directly into the main sewage system be provided instead services
being provided by mobile bowsers. Washing of decks of the yachts should be limit to prevent that
foul water from the boats/ yacht reach the sea environment.
Legionella
A risk assessment manual as per LN 5 of 2006 Control of Legionella, amended by LN 262 of
2006 must be carried out prior operational phase starts based on ECDC Legionella Guidelines.
Furthermore pools, water fountains and any other high risk water systems such as SPAs must
be included in the risk assessment manual as preventive measure for Legionella. It is being
recommended that the applicant should discuss the plan for distribution of water systems in
project with the EHD at the initial stage of the project.
Manual power washing equipment used for vehicles washing must be treated against
Legionnaires disease.
Second class water used for flushing apparatuses must also be treated with chlorine against
Legionnaires disease.
Showers and changing facilities mentioned in the green travel plan must be included as part of
the risk assessment manual for Legionella.
It is recommended that instead of sprinkles for irrigation, drip irrigation is used to prevent that
aerosol are distribute in the area that may be of risk for Legionnaire Diseases.
All pools and spas are to be registered with the Environmental Health Directorate if they are used
by the public.
Consultation with the Health Certification Consultation Unit within the Environmental Health
Directorate regarding the operation of any commercial facilities related to food and beverage are
to be carried out prior opening.
Moreover, any other unpredicted impacts and nuisances which may arise from this development
and that may have a significant adverse effect on public health are to be immediately addressed
by the applicant and the necessary mitigation measures taken.
Complaints lodged by the public regarding any adverse impacts/nuisances should be
immediately addressed by the applicant. All complaints lodged and actions taken are to be
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recorded and such records are to be readily available to the Competent Authorities when
requested.
A pollution incident control plan should also be in place. Records of all pollution incidents,
especially regarding potential pollution of the surrounding environment, are also to be kept and
reported to the respective authorities accordingly.
Regarding any future plans for Scheme decommissioning, a full decommissioning plan should
be prepared for approval by the relevant competent authorities.
Risk of workers repeatedly exposed to dust particulates, noise and human exposure to vibration
in buildings should be referred to OHSA

C. Superintendence of Cultural Heritage (Email dated 23rd March 2021)
Comments

EIA Coordinator response
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Ref. Cultural Heritage Act 2019 (CAP 445) Comments on Update to EA/00015/17 i.c.w
PA/09407/17 – Development of Manoel Island, Gzira
Cultural Heritage Context
The proposed development lies within the zone covered by the Manoel Island/Tigné Point
Development Brief issued in 1992. The proposed development is effectively a new outline
application of the Master Plan for Manoel Island.
Located in the Marsamxett Harbour, Manoel Island lies within the Area of High Landscape Value
of the Harbour Fortifications (Government Notice 133/01). Nevertheless, the proposed
development falls outside the Valletta World Heritage Site Buffer Zone as being proposed by the
Maltese Government in 2010.
Within the footprint of the proposed development site, several properties have been scheduled
by the Planning Authority for their historical, archaeological, and architectural importance.
Endowed with one of the best-preserved Baroque period military forts, Fort Manoel and its glacis
are both scheduled at Grade 1. The Palazzo Vecchio, a sixteenth century building later
incorporated in the Lazzaretto is also a Grade 1 scheduled building. Flanking the Palazzo
Vecchio, two historic buildings served as the isolation hospitals of the island, first during the
Knights
Period
and
then
during the British Period. Both buildings are scheduled at Grade 2. Immediately off the shore,
remains of the X127 water lighter are preserved as an archaeological site on the seabed. The Xlighter dating to the early twentieth century is also a -Class B scheduled site.
Proposal
As stated by the architect, the proposal will consist of a mixed-use development incorporation
residential, commercial and leisure facilities which will, in part, overlie subterranean parking
facilities; upgrading of the existing marina including the installation of a floating breakwater;
sports facilities for the local community; public amenities; a hospitality offering and a Centre for
the Arts and Culture. The proposal includes the restoration, adaptive re-use and inclusion of the
cultural heritage buildings and identified archaeological sites which will form an integral part of
the development. The proposal also includes the development of large public open spaces,
comprising predominantly softscapes and hardscaped open areas, piazzas, streets,
promenades and the regeneration of the glacis park around Fort Manoel. These public open
spaces will make up a large proportion of the project’s footprint. The proposal also contemplates
the development of a new bridge from Triq ix-Xatt onto Manoel Island and the dredging and
widening of the channel between Manoel Island and the Gzira mainland to aid sea water
circulation and seacraft access around the island. The development incorporates the restoration
and re-use of part of the existing bridge to become a belvedere point.
Review of results identified in the Environment Impact Assessment

Manoel Hospital
Reference is made to appendix App 10b to this
document in which the architects submit that they
anticipate the discovery of remnants
of the
foundations of the parts of the hospital which have in
the past been demolished. App 10b submits the
architects’ plans regarding their proposed approach to
the design development for the area in the immediate
surrounds of the ‘Customs House’ in the likely event
that the said foundations are discovered during
excavation works. Evidently, the excavation works
shall be monitored by a qualified cultural-heritage
specialist approved by the SCH.
Oil fuel storage tanks
The same App 10 also refers to the architects’
proposals regarding the tanks. Currently, they are
considering the possibility of converting these tanks for
the storage of water.
Absence of data on Fort Manoel and the Lazzaretto
Complex
The cultural heritage report focuses on the
assessment of features other than Fort Manoel and
Lazzaretto as noted by the SCH. The likely impact of
the proposed development is discussed in the
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA)
which was carried out as part of the EIA. Reference is
made to the review of the LVIA in the EIA Report which
can
be
accessed
through
this
link:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/x7cog6733yl2fge/A01_MI
MP_EIA%20ReportVol01CoordStatement_PrintA4%20DuplexRev00.pdf?dl=0
(refer to Chapters 3 and 4). The actual LVIA report can
accessed
through
this
link:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/hgl82pro0i6y8uk/B02b_M
IMP_EIA%20Report_App02b_LVIA_PrintA4%20Simp
lex.pdf?dl=0
while the photomontages referred to both in the EIA
Report and the LVIA can be accessed through this link:
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The Superintendence has assessed the data gathered and compiled in the technical reports
entitled EIA Coordinator’s Statement, Volume 4 Baseline Photographs and Montages, Volume
Five Summary of Impacts, Cultural Heritage Terrestrial 1, Cultural Heritage Terrestrial 2 and
Appendix Two_k Underwater Archaeology.
In reviewing this EIA, the Superintendence notes that its studies and assessment reflects the
latest proposals as submitted by the applicant, uploaded on eApps in February 2021 and as
made available on eApps at docs. 269.
Heritage Assessment
The Superintendence has reviewed the Cultural Heritage Terrestrial 1 and Cultural Heritage
Terrestrial 2, noting that data collected within these documents is integrated into the EIA
Coordinator’s Statement. This office notes the documents compile a history of Manoel Island and
its
immediate environs, showing awareness of its historical development in the context of the
harbour and its major function as the location for the quarantine hospitals. This historical
information illustrates the historical importance of Manoel Island, the presence of major
architectural
monuments and its potential for archaeological discovery.
The SCH further notes the identification and listing of major cultural heritage assets on the island,
even through the compilation of data capture cards. This data capture appears to have been
made through desktop research and inspection of the sites and context.
The Superintendence finds this compilation of data to be broadly adequate and comprehensive,
within the parameters set by the exercise. This office notes that the cards identify 19 major
architectural/archaeological assets, describing them, providing details of location, assessing
impact, recommending measures for mitigation, and even recommending possible scheduling at
specific levels.
With regards to scheduling of identified cultural heritage properties, the Superintendence will
continue to assess the same, with a view to eventual commendation for scheduling at the
appropriate level, in keeping with its role within the Cultural Heritage Act 2019.
The SCH is broadly in agreement with the descriptions and recommendations as presented in
the study, with the following reservations and recommendations:
Ref. no. 04-04
Reservoir number 4 within the Lazzaretto- The Superintendence notes the recommendation
that this should be scheduled at Grade 2. While not disagreeing with the value ascribed to this
reservoir by the study, the SCH notes that this reservoir falls within the footprint of the British
period quarantine hospital and is already therefore scheduled at Grade 2 (GN.1260.10). This
office notes that this quarantine hospital is already subject to specific permits but remains
protected even in terms of the Cultural Heritage Act 2019.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ylxveulw0ojskqc/A04_MI
MP_EIA%20ReportVol04Baselines%26Montages_PrintA3%20SimplexRev00.
pdf?dl=0
Following a request for us to submit more landscape
and visual amenity studies (see comments 27 to 29 on
page 7 et seq*), an Addendum to the LVIA was
submitted as appendix App 04a, together with
photomontages in App04b and App 05a to 05f.
Nissen Huts
As is established in response to Comment 56 on page
19*, the cultural heritage (terrestrial) EIA Consultant
has concluded after further research that hut No2 is an
Iris Hut which therefore merits restoration.
Potential impact on coastal and maritime archaeology
The SCH suggestions have been taken into account
by the cultural heritage (marine) EIA Consultant, and
acted upon. Data Capture Sheets and the summary of
impacts have been filled out with both known and
unknown features of an Underwater Cultural Heritage
nature. A Risk Assessment considering the
interventions and their severity on Underwater Cultural
Heritage has also been provided, as well as a Risk
Assessment Map which further builds upon the Risk
Assessment Matrix. Reference is made to appendices
App 09d to 09g.
The SCH is also informed that the berm which was
originally proposed to be constructed underneath the
floating breakwater has been replaced as shown in the
drawings in appendices App 09a to 09c.
Reservations and concerns of the SCH in response to
the summary of impacts
The SCH’s comment on the Summary of Impacts is
noted. It should however be established that decisions
take with respect to any aspect to refer to both the
contents of the actual reports and also to what the public
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Ref. no. 06-00
Boat house - This office notes that the superstructure of the boat house was inevitably
demolished during the extension of the shoreline and the survival of any related features such
as foundations remain uncertain. Works in this area will be subject to appropriate measures to
ensure identification of any surviving features. The eventual treatment of any surviving features
will be subject to the provisions of the Cultural Heritage Act 2019.

and specialist public agencies such as the SCH submit.
Such submissions are part-and-parcel of the overall
EIA.

Ref. no. 07-01 till 07-06
Cemeteries - The Superintendence recognises the high archaeological and historical values of
these cemeteries, which are to be adequately protected, even in terms of the Cultural Heritage
Act
2019.
Any works over or in the vicinity of these cemeteries are to be subject to measures to ensure the
identification and protection of these cemeteries and features associated with this aim. The SCH
would recommend a holistic documentation of these cemeteries with a view to their scheduling
at Grade2/Class B (depending on the nature of the remains) which should cover the full extent
of
the
cemeteries.
Ref. no. 08-00
Manoel Hospital - The Superintendence recognises the high value of the identified assets within
the footprint of the Manoel hospital but notes a degree of ambiguity in the identification of
surviving parts of the hospital. Furthermore, the SCH notes that an extent of new development
is being proposed within the footprint of the Manoel hospital. The intensity of this development
is unclear, as is the potential impact of this same development. The Superintendence
recommends that the EIA should engage further with this cultural heritage asset, clearly
identifying the surviving features and potential impact of the development on the same.
Ref. no. 09-00
Old Cattle shed and Bovile - This office is generally in agreement with the value recognised by
the study and ascribed to this property. Nevertheless, the actual level of scheduling will be
subject to further assessment by the Superintendence, including further inspection of the
property.
Ref. no. 13-00
Oil fuel storage tanks- The Superintendence notes that the oil fuel storage tanks are located
within the historical glacis which forms part of Fort Manoel and therefore benefit from the existing
Grade 1 scheduling. This office would not object to its continued protection, even at this level of
scheduling.
Ref. no. 15-00
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Naval Canteen- The Superintendence is in general agreement with the assessment of this study,
which recognises the value of this building. Nevertheless, the actual level of scheduling should
be subject to further study by the Superintendence of Cultural Heritage.
Ref. no. 16-01 till 16-03
Nissen Huts- The Superintendence notes the presence of three recorded Nissen Huts, one of
which may be an Iris Hut. The SCH is in agreement with the proposed protection and scheduling
of the Iris Hut, but reserves judgement on the value of the other two Nissen Huts, noting that they
have a level of historical value that may justify protection. The eventual level of their protection
remains subject to further study by the SCH.
Ref. no. 17-00
Manoel Island Royal Navy School Diving Complex - The Superintendence notes the recorded
presence of the Royal Navy School Diving Complex which may have been impacted by more
recent development. The SCH notes however some ambiguity in the description of the surviving
features and the recommended measures, which suggest that historical remains might be
uncovered during works. While the Superintendence would be favourable to measures intended
to ensure the identification of such remains, it is unclear to what extent the proposed
development will impact on the complex. The Superintendence recommends that the EIA should
engage further with this cultural heritage asset, clearly identifying the surviving features and
potential impact of the development on the same.
Absence of data on Fort Manoel and the Lazzaretto Complex
The Superintendence, notes that the data collection does not extend to the major historical and
architectural properties that are Fort Manoel, including its ditch and glacis, as well as the
Lazzaretto, both Knights Period buildings and British Period buildings. This office notes that
these cultural heritage properties are subject to specific development permit applications that
may be beyond the scope of the current study. Nevertheless, it would urge greater engagement
of the EIA with identification and inclusion of these assets, even in a holistic review of the
proposed outline development.
Coastal and Marine Cultural Heritage Assets
The Superintendence has also reviewed Appendix Two_k Underwater Archaeology which
information is also integrated into the EIA Coordinator’s Statement. The study of marine cultural
heritage assets identified within the area of potential impact appears to be based in part on
desktop research, but also refers to specific studies involving remote sensing and side scan
sonar. The study lists a number of identified assets, including archaeological deposits -some of
which are not specifically located, but which together clearly indicate the archaeological potential
of the seabed around Manoel Island. This archaeological potential is hardly surprising given its
location within a major harbour and the long history of human activity as identified in the area.
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The study recommends that works impacting the seabed are to be subject to monitoring by
approved archaeologists to ensure the identification and appropriate treatment of any
archaeological remains as may be disturbed by approved works.
The study makes specific reference to the presence of significant rock-cut features in the vicinity
of the Manoel Island bridge, going so far as to identify them as “Roman rectangular rock-cut
features”. The Superintendence recognises the value of these features which are to be preserved
and protected. As currently proposed, the rock-cutting envisaged for the creation of channels in
their vicinity should not impact directly on these features, though works are to be subject to
precautionary measures.
The study also identifies specific wrecks including that of the scheduled X1 Lighter, which is
immediately offshore from the Lazzaretto itself. These specific wrecks warrant protection, even
in terms of the Cultural Heritage Act 2019 and should not be directly impacted by the proposed
development, especially in view of their known location.
The study recognises the value of the identified features including the wrecks, stating that these
should be protected and not damaged by works. In addition, the study specifically recommends
that dredging is to be limited around such features to ensure their safeguard.
The Superintendence is generally satisfied with the level of data capture of the study, which has
employed various techniques to gather such data and has made recommendations for the
protection of cultural heritage assets. The SCH itself has engaged with assessment of the cultural
heritage potential of the seabed of Manoel Island, with its officers having undertaken visual
inspection of various tracts that may be subject to impact in the course of proposed works. The
Superintendence further notes at this stage, that eventual works will be subject to specific
applications in keeping with due process and will be further assessed by this office. Such specific
works will be subject to archaeological evaluation and/or monitoring, as may be deemed
necessary by the Superintendence.
This office has also reviewed Volume Five Summary of Impacts which concisely tabulates
perceived threats and recommended measures for mitigation and protection. The
Superintendence
comments are listed below:
1) Intervention Type - Impact of works on buildings to be preserved and integrated
The SCH notes that the EIA recognises potential for the preservation of cultural heritage
buildings, while recognising some degree of threat. This office agrees with conclusions of the
EIA, that preservation and appropriate treatment will depend on appropriate design and
methodology. The Superintendence also notes that while eventual use and integration may be
acceptable in principle (outline permit), details of design and integration, as well as appropriate
methodology will remain subject to more specific full development applications to be submitted
in due course. Nevertheless, this office agrees strongly with the need to integrate and valorise
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certain low-level assets which while not immediately recognisable to the layman’s eye, have very
high cultural heritage value. These would include the historical cemeteries on Manoel Island.
2) Intervention Type- Effect of excavation works, including vibrations
The EIA recognises the potential threat that may be posed by approved works and recommends
that such works are to be subject to appropriate methodology, subject to approval by the SCH.
The Superintendence is broadly in agreement with this conclusion, again noting that such
methodologies are to be included in specific full development applications to be submitted in due
course.
3) Intervention Type- Impact of work on structures subject to demolition
With regards to buildings that are not proposed for integration and may be proposed for
demolition, the EIA rightly notes that these interventions should remain subject to the approval
of the Superintendence. The Superintendence here notes that in keeping with due procedure, it
is to be consulted by the Planning Authority on the outline application and on eventual full
development applications with a more specific focus. Nevertheless, the SCH strongly agrees
with
the impact assessment. specific reference to the historical cemeteries which, if not specifically
integrated into proposals, are to be preserved and valorised.
4) Intervention Type-Excavation of areas with archaeological potential
The Superintendence agrees with the specific concern raised by the impact assessment
regarding possible impact of works on surviving historical/archaeological remains that are not
immediately evident on the surface. The Superintendence is broad agreement with the
recommendation of the assessment that clearing and excavation should be subject to
methodology approved by the SCH, and effectively treated as an ‘archaeological excavation’.
The Superintendence notes that these such methodologies are to be submitted for review and
approval by the SCH during the processing of full development applications for specific works. It
is usual practice for proposed clearing/excavation works in archaeologically sensitive areas to
be subject to archaeological evaluation prior to approval and/or monitoring by approved
archaeologists during approved works.
Reservations and concerns of the SCH in response to the summary of impacts
- Potential impact on major architectural assets
The Superintendence notes that this Summary of Impacts makes only incidental reference to
works that will integrate and reutilise culture heritage assets, noting for example restoration
works on Fort Manoel itself and on the Lazzaretto complex. This office does take cognisance
that interventions on these recognised major assets may go beyond the outline permit and are
already subject to specific full development permits. Nevertheless, it would urge greater
engagement of the EIA with potential impact on these assets, even in a holistic review of the
proposed outline development.
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- Potential impact on coastal and maritime archaeology
The Superintendence notes however that the Summary of Impacts does not make specific
reference to works impacting on specifically coastal or maritime environments, and with possible
cultural heritage features, both known and unknown, along the existing coastline and the seabed.
Certain cultural heritage assets, along the coastline and on the seabed have been identified by
data captured in the course of this EIA, being indicated even in the plan of recorded cultural
heritage
features presented within this same study. These features remain subject to protection, and
works as may impact upon them remains subject to review and approval by the SCH. Condition
to ensure the protection of such features on the seabed may include further archaeological
evaluation and/or archaeological monitoring during works.
Conclusion
As noted above, the Superintendence does not have serious reservations on the level of data
capture and is in broad agreement with the measures proposed to ensure the safeguard of the
cultural heritage.
Certain reservations (indicated above) have been expressed with regards to data capture of
terrestrial assets and protection measures for maritime archaeology, which measures remain
subject to its recommendations in the course of assessment of specific applications.

D. The Energy and Water Agency (Email dated 23rd March 2021)
Comments

EIA Coordinator response

Reference is made to EIA Consultation regarding PA/09407/17 Development of Manoel Island
comprising of a mixed use development incorporating residential, commercial and leisure
facilities.
The following are comments from The Energy and Water Agency divided by considerations
which relate to specifically and solely to energy and water management.

All the points made by the EWA have been passed on
to the building services engineers for guidance.

Energy:
• The project can consider ways of embracing photovoltaic installations. Possible examples
could include elevated or integrated photovoltaic systems that could double up as shading for
both the open space carparks, residential buildings and yacht marina docks.
• In the case of any external lighting installations, it is suggested to look into the use of solar
powered, energy efficient lighting systems and dimmable configurations where applicable.
• The installation of a Building Energy Management System (BEMS) would be beneficial to
help you monitor and optimize your energy consumption in the long run.
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• With reference to the PDS document Section 3.11 Utility Services paragraph 155; it is being
suggested that the VRV system with heat recovery is connected in such a way that makes
the system as efficient as possible.
• The PDS makes reference to a proposed district heating and cooling system which serves
the main commercial hub and hospitality buildings. It is being recommended that consumption
is metered per consumer through remote reading and opt for the equipment/technology which
results in the highest efficiency when determining the optimum configuration of the plant.
• With reference to the PDS document Section 3.11.8 LPG, it is being recommended to look at
alternative sources of renewable energy to provide the same service.
Water:
• With reference to EIA Building Services Report rev05, pg 5, daily peak irrigation demand in
summer could exceed 600m3. It is important that the landscaping should respect the
Mediterranean character of the Maltese Islands and be compatible with the surrounding
environment by utilising native species of trees, shrubs and plants which do not require
excess amounts of irrigation water. Water efficient irrigation systems should be included.
Whilst it is noted that rainwater and greywater are already included in the plan to meet the
demand of irrigation water, it is recommended that further measures for the reclamation of
greywaters, further to those already included for the hotel, are also considered.
With reference to EIA Building Services Report rev05, pg 8, Rainwater collected from areas with
vehicular access as well as drainage from plant rooms and fuel storage areas, will be treated as
foul drainage and pass through oil interceptors to eliminate contaminants before being directed to
the main black water sewer collection points. In this respect, this should be discussed with the
WSC since no surface waters should be directed to the sewerage system.

E. Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)
From

Comments

The
Archaeological
Society Malta

The Archaeological Society Malta’s submission regarding the EIA Report
concerning the Manoel Island project with special reference to the impacts on
Underwater Cultural Heritage
The Archaeological Society Malta feels that, although the restoration of Fort
Manoel is, of course, to be commended, the importance of the archaeology
within the wider context of Manoel Island has not hitherto been valued enough.
Fort Manoel stands within a context, both terrestrial and marine, which should
influence every planning decision taken throughout this project.

(Email dated 22nd
March 2021)

EIA Coordinator Response
Reference is made to the responses to Comments
83 and 84 on page 38 et seq*.
The marine archaeology consultant submits the
following statement:
I welcome the comments made by Dr Grima and the
Archaeological Society Malta, as well as from other
relevant parties. With regards to the Marine
14

The marine context is frequently overlooked because it is often hidden.
However, particularly with regard to Malta’s history, which is so much defined
by its maritime past, UCH must become a prime and integral part of any EIA.
Indeed, the Terms of Reference require an EIA to describe cultural heritage
assets within the area under discussion; analyse those assets within the cultural
landscape; assess the physical, spatial and visual impacts of the proposed
development on those cultural assets and finally, propose corrective measures
for their protection.
On Manoel Island there is a building such as the Lazzaretto Hospital, used by
the Knights of St John right up to the 20th century as a base for quarantine, by
a multitude of visitors to the island. It is very probable and logical that there
would be underwater archaeological deposits in and around these much-‐used
waters. There is also evidence of ancient, possibly Roman remains under the
waters along the northernshore of the island. However, as Dr Reuben Grima
states in his submission to this public consultation, the strategies to examine
and mitigate any danger to this archaeology are inadequate. This is a very
serious omission as it shows clearly that underwater cultural heritage is still not
being given its due importance.
Underwater or above ground, these are cultural assets and form part of the
terms of reference of the EIA.
It is of great importance that these archaeological remains are appreciated and
celebrated as assets and not as a problem to deal with, cover over, fill in or trim
around to make way for the new. They are valuable assets that can enhance
the desirability of the island as a tourist destination; they can help to retain the
historic value of the whole area and place Manoel Island within a fascinating
maritime context that goes back millennia.
The Archaeological Society Malta endorses the comments and suggestions
made by Dr Reuben Grima, and strongly recommends that his valuable
proposals be looked at with the seriousness they deserve and taken on board
in the whole planning process of this project.

Archaeology
Assessment,
where
feasible,
recommendations during the Public Consultation
have been implemented, and extra measures to
ensure the assessment and protection of UCH have
been taken. Significantly, adjustments to the
floating breakwater have been made, notably the
removal of the proposed underwater berm. As this
EIA is part of the Outline Application, the proposals
for marine works will be subject to further separate
applications. Following on from the suggestions put
forward, it is considered that the information
contained within the Maritime Archaeology
Assessment does suffice for the Outline
Application.
Known features of a cultural heritage nature are
doubtless to be celebrated as assets, not only
locally, but as elements of our shared human
connection and understanding of past cultures
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Flimkien għal
Ambjent Aħjar

In reply to your request for comments of the 21 February 2021 on behalf of
Flimkien Ghal Ambjent Ahjar I am submitting the comments of the Executive
Committee.

(Email dated
22nd
March
2021)

Doubts on the legality of the Terms of Reference
First of all, we have serious doubts about the legality of the Terms of Reference
used for this Environmental Impact Assessment for the following reasons. This
organisation had an extensive change of correspondence with your Chairman
on this point last year.
The EPRT in its decision of the 17 June 2020 annulled the Environmental
Impact Assessment in total. For ease of reference the decision said “Għal dawn
il‐motivi it‐Tribunal qiegħed jilqa’ limitament dan l‐appell, billi jirrinvija u
jirrimanda l‐atti lura lill‐Awtorita’ fl‐istadju ta’ qabel l‐EIA sabiex fid‐dawl ta’
dak hawn fuq ikkunsidrat, l‐EIA jerġa jiġi sottomess mill‐ġdid.”
The proposal in the Terms of Reference is not the same as the proposal
reported in the Planning Authority website PA 9407/17. In these Terms of
Reference the proposed is described as:
“Amendments to PA 02135/94 for the Manoel Island Master Plan, including:
Change in building configuration and increase in open spaces to achieve a
better balance between built‐up and open area, Reduction of 8,000 sq.m floor
area of already approved development resulting from a decrease
in massing, increase in residential component, decrease in commercial
component and removal of offices, Re‐design of access to Manuel Island and
re‐organisation of parking areas and berthing facilities, Alterations to
breakwater to include a Helipad and Restoration of the existing Pay Office and
Guard House. Site at, Manoel Island, Gzira, Malta”.
Whilst in the PA website the proposed project PA 9407/17 is described as:
“Development of Manoel Island comprising of a mixed‐use development
incorporation residential, commercial and leisure facilities which will, in part,
overlie subterranean parking facilities; upgrading of the existing marina
including the installation of a floating breakwater; sports facilities for the local
community; public amenities; a hospitality offering and a Centre for the Arts and
Culture. The proposal includes the restoration, adaptive re‐use and inclusion of
the cultural heritage buildings and identified archaeological sites which will form

Doubts in the legality of the Terms of Reference
This comment cannot be replied to by this EIA
Coordinator. 3

Non-compliance of EIA report with the Terms of
Reference and EIA regulations
Site area
1.
The bridge
The new bridge is also a ‘development plan’
requirement. For this reason, the EIA Coordinator
submits that he has reason to assume that the
Government was satisfied that the social and
economic impact of this structure is acceptable.
2.
Study of impact on Triq ix-Xatt or the Strand
The land use report pertaining to the EIA refers to
the impact of the proposed development on the
surrounds of the Site. This report is reviewed in the
EIA Report.
3.
Study on impact on businesses located in
Triq ix-Xatt and the Strand
Refer to the previous reply.
4.
Impact of the roundabout
It should also be noted that the impact of the
proposed development on the roundabout junction
has been assessed for capacity, queueing, and
delays and is being assessed by the competent
authorities.
Please refer to the reply in row 4 on page 1*.

3

ERA reply: The EPRT nullified the EIA report and not the whole process which include stages which preface the submission of the EIA report (screening,
scoping and TOR stage), therefore TORs were not issued afresh. The same claim has been investigated by the Ombudsman (Commissioner for Environment
and Planning) whereby the Ombudsman in his Report on Case No. EU 0096 concluded that the irregularities alleged have not been sustained.
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an
integral
part
of
the
development.
The
proposal
also
includes the development of large public open spaces, comprising
predominantly softscapes and hardscaped open area, piazzas, streets,
promenades and the regeneration of the glacis park around Fort Manoel. These
public open spaces will make up a large proportion of the project’s footprint. The
proposal also contemplates the development of a new bridge from Triq ix ‐Xatt
onto Manoel Island and the dredging and widening of the channel between
Manoel Island and the Gzira mainland to aide sea water circulation and seacraft
access around the island. The development incorporates the restoration and re‐
use of part of the existing bridge to become a belvedere point.”
Even your email dated 12 February 2021 does not agree with the project
described in the Terms of Reference and agrees with the description in the PA
website 1. As you can see the two proposals are widely different as the
developer itself has been saying in all the media. A totally different proposal
requires specific Terms of Reference.
The Terms of Reference themselves in note 1 say that “the Environment and
Resources Authority (ERA) reserves the right to modify these Terms of
Reference … as well as in the event of any changes or updates to the proposed
development.”
The Terms of Reference direct that “An Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) is to be prepared for PA 09407/17 for the amendments to PA 02135/94
for the Manoel Island Master Plan, as required by Schedule IA Category I,
Section 2.3.1.3 and 3.1.1.1, and Category II, Section 2.3.2.1, 3.10.2.1 and
4.1.2.1 of the Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 2007 (S.L.
549.46).
These regulations were repealed and superceded by new regulations in 2017.
Let me quote the new regulations which state that:
“These regulations transpose and implement the provisions of:
(a) Directive 2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13
December 2011 on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private
projects on the environment (codification), as amended by Directive2014/52/EU
of the European Parliament and of the Council of16 April 2014;
(b) the Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary
Context (Espoo Convention) of the United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe, and its First and Second Amendments; and

5.
The roundabout and Gżira road network
A discussion on the rest of the road network is
beyond the scope of this EIA, except for the
requirement that the impact of (i) the traffic
attracted/generated by proposed development on
air quality and (ii) traffic noise emissions in different
locations in the network needed to be studied.
Study of alternatives
The alternatives are discussed in Chapter 2 of the
EIA Report.
The zero-option is described and assessed in
Chapter 3 of the same report; and in any case, the
Manoel Island/Tigne’ Point Development Brief,
already establishes that the zero-option has bee
ruled out as matter of Government policy.
Other parts of the comments regarding what the EIA
should have covered are a matter for the authorities
to determine. The implications of these comments
are that the EIA should include a social impact
assessment (as indicated in the comment).
Whether the EIA should include a SIA is for the
authorities to establish.
Health and socio-economic impacts
The EIA does refer to a study which discusses the
feasibility of the project, as is requested in the
Terms of Reference. It also addresses the section
in the Terms of Reference concerning Impact on
Human Populations. Whether it should have
included a health impact assessment (HIA) and/or
a SIA is for the authorities to determine.
Deficiency in the air quality report/Traffic counts
Reference is made to pages 77 and 78 of the EIA
Report. It is noted that the data in Table 7 was

1

ERA reply: For clarity and transparency purposes, the public consultations, EIA documentation and relevant ERA Reports reflect the latest project details,
including the official title of the proposed development, as per Planning Application.
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(c) the provisions of Regulation (EU) No. 347/2013 of the European Parliament
and the Council on guidelines for trans‐European energy infrastructure, with
regard to the co‐ordination of environmental assessment procedures arising
from
the
requirements
of
Council Directives 2014/52/EU, 92/43/EEC and other related Union legislation”
It seems ridiculous to prepare an EIA report between the years 2020 and 2021
using outdated regulations which were superceded by new regulations
introduced three years prior to the preparation of the EIA report. Doing so
ignores European law which the 2017 regulations incorporated into Maltese law.
Therefore the only logical conclusion to this course of action by ERA to bypass
the law was to avoid a public hearing on the Terms of Reference to deny this
organisation the right to comment on the Terms of Reference as we requested
in previous correspondence with the Chairman of ERA.
This is even evidenced by the Terms of Reference themselves. These are dated
December 2017, while a part of the Terms, that those for the preparation of an
Air Quality Study are dated June 2019 version 2. This is further proof that the
Terms of Reference were not issued in terms of law and should have
been opened for a public hearing.
In the circumstances this organisation reserves the right to refer the matter to
the appropriate tribunals and to refer the matter to the European Union as this
is a prima facie attempt to circumvent European law.

collected for use in the air quality and noise
assessments.

Doubts on the impartiality of the EIA co-ordinator
Without prejudice to the foregoing, we express our disapproval of the EIA
coordinator. During the course of the appeals PAB 149/19 and 301/19 the
coordinator did not show himself to be impartial but rather as a consultant to the
developer. His main interest was to see the project through the regulatory
stages which is tantamount to working for his client. He was openly hostile to
this organisation and its appeal. Furthermore, the Tribunal found him to be
negligent in the report and censored him. I quote:
“Fl‐isfond ta’ l‐artiklu 17(2) tal‐liġi sussidarja 549.46, it‐Tribunal jirritjeni li huwa
mistenni u meħtieġ li jsir eżerċizzju ta’ due diligence mill ‐kordinatur ta’ l‐EIA fil‐
qadi tal‐funzjonijiet tieghu naxxenti minn tali kariga.

2

ERA reply: The final Terms of Reference for the preparation of the EIA Report were issued on 20 December 2017. The Air Quality terms of reference referred
to in the report are the standard terms of reference for the preparation of Air Quality studies which are publicly available on ERA’s website: https://era.org.mt/wpcontent/uploads/2020/03/TORs-Air-Quality-Study.pdf, and were indeed published by the Authority in June 2019. These are not project-specific to PA/09407/17.
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Għaldaqstant jiġi irrilevat li Dr. Paul Gauci bħala l‐imsemmi Ko‐Ordinatur,
għamel ħażin meta sempliċiment straħ fuq iddikjarazzjoni tal‐Perit Said
mingħajr ma għamel l‐ebda verifika ulterjuri kif ikkonfermat mix‐xhieda hawn fuq
riprodotta. Dan speċjalment meta jitqis il‐fatt li l‐veraċitá tad‐ dikjarazzjoni tal‐
Perit Said kienet waħda li setgħet tiġi faċilment aċċertabbli.”
His negligence on this matter led to the destruction of a historic building
consisting of a late nineteenth century ‘Bovile’ which was an integral part of the
historic function of Manoel Island. Ample evidence of the importance of this
building is included in the Cultural Heritage Terrestrial 1 report dated 23
January 2021 and forming part of the EIA report dated 15 February 2021.
Non-compliance of EIA report with the Terms of Reference and EIA regulations
Site area
Again, without prejudice to the foregoing, we would like to make a few
observations at a general level while we conduct our own studies on the reports
forming part of the report presented:
The area of the study is not complete as the impact of the new bridge on the
environment and the Gzira promenade is not covered at all. There are no plans
of this bridge;
There is no study on the impact on Triq ix‐Xatt or the Strand and on the people
living their and their properties.
There is no study on the impact on businesses located there.
There is no study on the effect that the huge roundabout or junction being
proposed for the middle of what is the primary leisure area for Gzira residents
and visitors to the area.
Whilst the developer insists that the junction is envisaged in the local plan, it
fails to consider that the local plan also envisaged an access road from the
Regional Road to Manoel Island and Tigne. We were given to understand that
Transport Malta is still committed to this road yet nothing is mentioned in the
EIA report.
All this is contrary to the definitions in the regulation which define “site area” as:
the total area of land covered by the project and its ancillary structures and
interventions, as well as any tract of land that is likely to be committed,
physically altered or taken up in connection with any phase of the project
or detached or isolated from its surroundings as a consequence thereof;
(our
emphasis)
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Study of alternatives
Point 2 of the Terms of Reference require an assessment of alternatives and in
particular point 2.5 requires the study of “Zero option (do‐nothing scenario) ‐ i.e.
an assessment of the way the site would develop in the absence of the
proposed project.
[Note: The zero option should be considered in sufficient detail as a plausible
scenario in the EIA, wherever relevant, and not discarded upfront without proper
discussion of its implications.]”
None of this is included in the EIA report submitted and especially the proposal
by this organisation for a heritage nature park of the whole island.
The study of alternatives is also required by regulation 13 of the EIA regulations
which states:
“Wherever relevant, projects that fall within the scope of these regulations shall
require a sufficiently detailed and reasonably exhaustive initial appraisal of
potentially suitable alternatives, on the basis of their technical merits, feasibility,
and environmental implications and impacts, in the interest of
streamlining and optimizing the subsequent assessment process.”
Incomplete baseline as it ignores surrounding receptors
Point 3 requires an environment baseline with a description of the site and its
surroundings. In particular sub section 2 requires that “The relevant sensitive
receptors vis‐à‐vis the environmental parameter under consideration (e.g.
residential communities, other users, natural ecosystems, specific
populations of particular species, or individual physical features);”
None of the residents or businesses along Triq ix‐Xatt who are the major
‘sensitive receptors’ were polled or assessed for the impact on them and their
property.
Likewise the Landscape Character and Visual Amenity have not been analysed
properly. For example the view points from Valletta were chosen carefully. The
same for viewpoints from Sliema. However the viewpoints from the most
impacted area, that is Gzira, were chosen deceptively.
There is a view point from Gzira towards Ta’ Xbiex and another one from Gzira
towards Sliema but the most important viewpoint, that is from Gzira towards
Valletta, was completely ignored. The viewpoint from Gzira towards Valletta is
the most important of all as it gives depth to the landscape, the long
range views across the harbour and allows the viewing of the majestic bastions
of Valletta and Floriana and the iconic skyline of Valletta with the dome of Mount
Carmel Church and the steeple of St Paul’s Cathedral.
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This point was raised with ERA several times and we can only surmise that the
only reason this viewpoint was not included by the coordinator was to help the
developer. Even when the consultant found a negative impact on Gzira
residents, he overruled the consultant and vehemently denied this fact under
oath during testimony before the EPRT.
Health and socio-economic impacts
Part 4 of the Terms of Reference concerns the Assessment of Environmental
Impacts and Environmental Risks. Section 4.3 of part 4 requires a study of the
effects on Human Populations resulting from impacts on the environment.
Among these effects the terms of reference require study of the effects on public
health or on socio‐economic considerations. In the case of this project none of
these have been studied.
Perhaps it should be pointed out that ‘effects’ are defined in the regulations. For
ease of reference the regulations define ‘effects’ as those “on human health and
safety, socio‐economic conditions, natural and cultural heritage, and quality of
life, resulting from alterations to the environment;”
Ignoring the impact on health and socio‐economic conditions means ignoring
the same regulations.
Deficiency in Air Quality report
We have not completed an in depth study of the Air Quality report and we will
limit ourselves to general observation of apparent non‐compliance with the
Terms of Reference. The Air Quality report does not include the required traffic
counts. In fact page 7 of the Terms of Reference for Air Quality study states as
follows:
“Traffic Counts.
a) The consultant shall also take traffic counts at the main junctions near the
monitoring site. The number and location of the counters are to be approved by
ERA, (unless longer term traffic counts are already available).
b) The traffic count shall take into consideration the vehicle type and the
legislation
class.
c) The consultant shall use an appropriate model in order to scale the traffic
counts obtained during the 6 (or 9) week period to AADT.”
The study does not mention any traffic counts and it is incredible how the
consultant could arrive at any meaningful conclusion on air quality. Even if the
consultant relied on other data this should have been clearly stated and reported
for verification.
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Conclusion
In the light of the above we have serious reservations on the validity, impartiality
and completeness of the EIA report and request that the EIA process be
followed in accordance with the EIA regulations.

F. Members of the public
From

Comments

EIA Coordinator Response

Member of the
public

The following submission, being made by the undersigned in a personal capacity,
refers specifically to impacts regarding Underwater Cultural Heritage (UCH), and
particularly to EIA Appendix Two k: Underwater Archaeology (henceforth EIA
UCH report).
Noting that the Terms of Reference require the Environmental Impact
Assessment to, inter alia:
• Describe the Cultural Heritage assets within the study area;
• Analyse the cultural heritage features within the context of the cultural
landscape;
• Assess the physical, spatial and visual impacts of the proposed development
on the cultural heritage assets;
• Propose corrective measures for the protection of the cultural resources;
The following submissons are being made to help ensure that the EIA properly
fulfils its Terms of Reference before it is concluded.

Proposed rubble mound beneath the break water
In line with practice, in the event that the proposed
development is approved, the construction n works
would be monitored, among others, by professional
archaeologists, irrespective of the findings/omissions
of EIAs and other studies. In other words, if the berm
were to be approved the area around the potential
location would be investigated and, in the case of
concerns about the integrity of any cultural heritage
assets which occur in the area, the developer would
be asked to propose alternative plans which would
need to satisfy the competent authorities.
This said, it should be noted that that the design of the
breakwater has been modified as shown in the
drawings in appendices App 09a to 09c. As the
drawing in App 09a establishes, no yachts would
berth at the breakwater.

(Email dated 20th
March 2021)

Proposed Rubble Mound Beneath Floating Breakwater
It is noted that document C04_MIMP_MarineWorksMS_PrintA4 Simplex.pdf:
Marine Works Method Statement refers to the construction of rubble mound Mitigation Proposals & Monitoring/Risk Assessment
below the floating breakwater (p. 9, 10). The below diagram in the same report As should by now be well-known and established, the
submissions made by ERA Consultees (mainly
Government departments and public agencies) and
the public during EIA processes are/should be
considered integral components of EIAs. For this
reason, the proposals made in the comment should
be taken into account by the competent authorities.
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Reference also needs to be made to appendices
App 09d to 09g which have been submitted by the
marine archaeology consultant who participated in
the EIA. These documents have also been referred
to ERA comments in Rows 58 and 59 on page 19*,
to which the reader is also referred.

shows that this mound will impact an area of the seabed much more extensive
than the area of the floating breakwater:
The EIA UCH report makes no references to the assessment or mitigation of the
impacts of this proposal, which is in an area of high archaeological sensitivity
because of its proximity to the Lazzaretto. The seabed along the waterfront of
the Lazzaretto is an area which is known to have been intensively used by ships
in quarantine throughout the early modern period, and is therefore very likely to
represent an important material record including deposits from the period of the
Knights of Saint John. This is a significant omission that needs to be rectified
before the EIA may be considered concluded.
Mitigation Proposals & Monitoring
The Mitigation proposals and Monitoring in section 13 the EIA UCH report need
to be expanded in order to conform to best practices in safeguarding the
archaeological resource, including but not limited to the additions proposed
below (proposed additions to the current text are shown bold and underlined):
‘As the overall AoS is likely to contain a number of submerged cultural heritage
assets, it is therefore proposed that a comprehensive, precautionary approach is
exercised during the construction phase.
Given the high potential for the existence of loose archaeological objects present
within the sediment column, all planning decisions regarding proposals for
dredging, alteration and disturbance of the seabed are to be preceded by
systematic remote sensing and representative sample excavation of the
23

areas where such works are proposed, in order to better assess the
archaeological deposits that may be affected by the proposed works. As a
general principle, and in conformity with the precautionary principle, the
examination, assessment, and where appropriate, excavation or
scheduling of archaeological deposits that may be present should be
completed by competent, authorised archaeologists in advance of any
decisions regarding whether to allow planning permission for the proposed
works. In addition, all dredging, alteration and disturbance of the seabed is to
be monitored by a competent archaeologist and authorised individual(s) at all
times during the construction phase. No dredging activities will be undertaken in
the vicinity of the X127 Lighter and the remains of SS Saint Laurent, or in the
vicinity of the Lazzaretto Hospital.
As the overall volume proposed for dredging and reclamation works amounts to
circa 20,000 cubic metres, a significant amount of material will be generated and
recovered. Dredged material is to be sieved and supervised by the competent
archaeologist. The archaeologist may choose to stop dredging works to ensure
the protection of material uncovered during this phase. However the
methodologies adopted should be designed to ensure that archaeological
deposits are examined and excavated well before this phase commences.
A further mitigation measure that should be actively studied is the reuse of
any existing mooring sinkers which are still in situ and serviceable.
Given the presence of Roman remains in the area and the high probability of
other remains, the rock-cut features as outlined in the discoveries report must
not be filled in, built on or altered in any way. It should be emphasised that the
understanding of the ancient rock-cut features near the present Paparazzi
site presented in this report are based purely on a DBS, and not on an
actual survey, nor has their extent been properly delimited. These ancient
features are likely to be more extensive than the very conservative
delimitation indicated in the current Master Plan documentation. The
associated ancient coastlines also need to be carefully studied and
mapped, as an important component of the values and significance of
these features lies in the fact that they are outstanding indicators of climate
change and sea level rise since their creation.
It is imperative that the thorough investigation and mapping of these rockcut features is conducted as part of the EIA process, and certainly before
any planning decisions regarding dredging in the vicinity may be taken.
The proximity of these features to the shoreline, and the very shallow
depths, mean that their excavation by qualified and authorized
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archaeologists using simple water-dredges driven by a pump mounted on
the shoreline is a relatively simple intervention.
The dredging and rock-cutting to deepen the channel in the immediate
vicinity of these features as currently proposed poses as a serious threat
to the integrity of these features and their context. It should be noted that
current proposal has proposed deepening the channel to a depth of 3m
rather than to a depth of 5m, as proposed in the original Master Plan
(B02e_MIMP_EIA Report_App02e_Wave&WaterCircul…ntA4 Simplex.pdf.,
p.74, Section 13.2). A mitigation measure that should be explored is to
achieve the desired channel cross-sectional area with a channel that is
narrower but deeper, to reduce the surface area impacted by dredging, in
order to reduce the impact on the area of the ancient rock cut-features.
It should be noted that several of the rock-cut features evidently extend
below the present quay. In the current Master Plan, the immediately
contiguous area is earmarked for the construction of a cluster of buildings
several floors high. The foundations of these buildings may therefore
impact the same archaeological landscape that the rock-cut features form
part of. Archaeological exploration of this area prior to the conclusion of
this EIA, and certainly prior to any decisions regarding planning
permission and regarding the foundation system to be used, is therefore
strongly recommended.
Risk Assessment Map and Data Capture Sheets
The EIA UCH report refers to a requirement to compile an inventory of the cultural
heritage assets identified within the study area, using Data Capture Sheets
approved by the Superintendence of Cultural Heritage. It is stated that ‘the Data
Capture Sheets will be presented as an appendix to the EIS’. A further
requirement is that ‘a cultural heritage Risk Assessment Map examining the
various impacts of the proposed project is to be included in the EIA.’
The undersigned was unable to locate the Data Capture Sheets and the Risk
Assessment Map in the documentation made available by ERA as part of the
present public consultation, and would be grateful for clarification whether they
do in fact form part of this consultation, or whether they will be issued for public
consultation at a later stage.
Member of the
public

Submission regarding impacts on Valletta's World Heritage status
Reference is made to the position taken by the SHC
The following submission, being made by the undersigned in a personal capacity, in Row 78 on page 27* (et seq), which submits that:
refers specifically to impacts on the World Heritage Status of Valletta.
The proposed development lies within the zone
covered by the Manoel Island/Tigné Point
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(Email dated
23rd
March
2021)

The EIA documentation at present does not, in the view of the undersigned,
provide adequate consideration of the following:
In World Heritage Committee Decision 33 COM 7B.113 regarding the City of
Valletta (Malta) (C 131), Malta was requested, inter alia, to:
• 3(b) Establish a declared buffer zone in accordance with Paragraph 103 of
the Operational Guidelines, with height controls around the property as a
means of protecting the skyline configuration of the city and prepare a "Views
and Vistas Analysis" from strategic points within and outside the property.
• The formal definition of this Buffer Zone remains pending. Manoel Island is an
integral component of the views and vistas of Valletta. Any future construction
on Manoel Island may have direct implications for the Outstanding Universal
Value of Valletta. It is therefore expected, if good practices are followed, that
Manoel Island will be included as an integral component of the World Heritage
Buffer Zone of Valletta.
• Common sense would dictate that the decisions and commitments being
made in the Master Plan, and in any planning permits eventually emanating
from this Master Plan, should only be decided upon AFTER, in light of, and in
a manner respectful and integral to, the decisions and Malta's international
commitments regarding the Buffer Zone for the World Heritage City of
Valletta.
It is expected of an EIA that in its final version, it will provide a clear assessment
of this matter, with recommendations on the sequence of further actions and
decisions that are necessary to ensure that the Master Plan will be fully
integrated with and respectful of the WHS of Valletta and of its Buffer Zone.

Development Brief issued in 1992. The proposed
development is effectively a new outline application of
the Master Plan for Manoel Island.

This EIA Consultant consulted what an advisory
document submitted to the Government of Malta in
response to the World Heritage Committee requests,
which document is enclosed as appendix App 14 to
this document. Among other things this document
includes the map shown below. This map refers to a
‘proposed buffer zone 2010’. This EIA Coordinator
also looked for information on whether the proposed
buffer zone was eventually (i.e., after 2010) approved
by the Government of Malta as a legally binding
regulatory document. The above mentioned SCH
response indicates that the buffer zone as presented
in this map is still at the proposal level.
This in addition to the fact, that as noted by the
SCH, Manoel Island is located outside the proposed
buffer zone.
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1.2

Comments received by ERA following the Public Hearing dated 25th March 2021 (From 25th March 2021 to 01st April
2021)

* Note: these references refer to document A07a of the EIA Report.

From
Flimkien għal
Ambjent Aħjar
(Email dated 01
April 2021)

Comments
In response to the public meeting regarding the above captioned EIA we are submitting
these further comments and representations. These are to be considered in addition to
our comments dated 21 March 2021 a copy of which are appended. The representations
are to be considered both in the personal names of the persons listed below and in the
name of Flimkien għal Ambjent Aħjar.
We would like to remark that we consider it grossly unjust that the public is given so little
time to examine the voluminous reports accompanying the EIA report which are highly
technical in nature. In addition the evaluation of this report requires comparison to the
previous one in order to analyse what changed and why.
In this respect we reserve the right to bring further arguments in any other for a that might
be available to us.
A proper evaluation of the report by the public cannot rely solely on the non-technical
summary prepared by the coordinator. A proper evaluation requires peer reviews
especially in the light of what happened with the previous EIA report which, apart from the
lack of due diligence by the Coordinator and the Authority itself, contained major
deficiencies which resulted in the destruction of an important heritage building which was
integral to the historic role of Manoel Island as a place
of quarantine for man and animal.
As you can imagine, the general public has limited knowledge of such technical matters
and it would take considerable time for NGOs such as FAA to organise a detailed study
given that NGOs have limited resources at their disposal.
Notwithstanding the above we are submitting further observations set out below.
Restoration of the Bovile
The Environment and Resources Authority has not explained or taken any action to make
good on the demolition of the ‘Bovile’ whose demolition was approved in the previous EIA.
ERA bears great responsibility for the demolition as it was her and the coordinator’s
negligence with a lack of due diligence and its poor and fraudulent cultural heritage report
that led to its demolition.

EIA Coordinator Response
Restoration of the Bovile
The approval of the demolition of the
structure in question was not an outcome of
the previous EIA (which is currently nonexistent according to the EPRT). The
permission was issued by the Planning
Authority (as part of PA/07781/18) after
taking into consideration technical advice
provided by both Planning Authority officials
and the SCH.
Lack of Studies of Alternatives
Chapter 2 of the EIA Report presents
studies of alternatives.
The statement about the EIA Coordinator’s
comment regarding alternative proposal is
not accurate. The Coordinator’s statement
referred to the zero-option, which is
described and assessed in detail in Chapter
3 of the EIA Report. The zero-option is a donothing option – and the do-nothing clearly
implies leaving-things-as-they-are.
Alternatives which depart from the
framework of the ‘Manoel Island/Tigne’
Point Development Brief’ need to be studied
in a SEA as these would imply a
modification of the said Brief (particularly, its
objectives) or the issue of a new one. It was
not the purpose of the EIA to evaluate the
Brief per se – EIA involve the assessments
of projects, which under the Maltese
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This negligence led to the annulment of the EIA by the EPRT in its decision on appeal
PAB 149/19. The EPRT ordered the restoration to the position prior to the EIA of August
2018. What has ERA done to comply and reverse to the status quo ante?

Planning System need to evaluated within
the frameworks of approved development
plans and supplementary guidance.

Lack of studies of alternatives
In the public meeting of the 25th March the coordinator made it a point to say that the only
alternatives to the MIDI plan was a rubbish dump. This is a highly unprofessional attitude
which betrays an inherent bias in the Coordinator, and constitutes a major lacuna in the
EIA. This NGO has put forward the idea of the transformation of Manoel Island Heritage
Park. This idea was supported by nearly 8,000 citizens who signed a parliamentary
petition (copy attached).
Besides the above ee are setting forth hereunder some alternatives to some elements to
the proposed site with regards to the location of the bridge and road junction.

Alternatives
The traffic management solutions were put
forward by the Government in 2006, when
the North Harbour Local Plan, which is still
in force, was approved. Please refer to the
reply in Row 4 on page 1*.

Alternatives
Flimkien għal Ambjent Aħjar maintains that the Environmental Impact Assessment which
accompanies the latest masterplan for Manoel Island, presented on 26 March 2021, falls
far short of reflecting the interests of all parties. In view of our study of the proposed traffic
management solutions, we propose alternatives as described below.
The Manoel Island Masterplan 2020 developed by MIDI proposes a traffic management
solution which builds on the Development Brief of 1992, and which was subsequently
embedded into the 2006 Local Plans. Effectively this means that future traffic
management relating to Manoel Island relies on models dating back 30 and 15 years
respectively. In our opinion this reflects lazy thinking as it ignores 30 years of changes
and ‘developments’ in the area, demographics and ignores the requirements of residents,
visitors and the urban setting of towns involved and in particular Gzira.
Shifting of the proposed bridge to the other side of the existing bridge
With this background, Flimkien għal Ambjent Aħjar objects strongly to the siting of the
proposed new bridge and roundabout at the lower end of Triq Reid, since this would
effectively cut back the Gżira Promenade by some 30% of its current area.
There is ample space for the bridge to be repositioned in the space between the existing
bridge and the Kunsill tal-Ewropa public garden whatever happens to the petrol station
situation in that location. This suggestion not only preserves the existing promenade but
has the advantage of extending and improving it. In addition it will allow for the
incorporation of the remnants of the old bridge which is proposed to be retained as a
memory and as a belvedere with the promenade. In the proposed plans the existing bridge
will be ‘orphaned’ from the promenade as it will be separated by the four car lanes of the
proposed bridge. (see plan).

Shifting of the proposed bridge to the other
side of the existing bridge
This EIA Coordinator understands that the
location of the new bridge was to be in line
with the directions given in the North
Harbour Local Plan, the Gżira Policy Map of
which is presented in the EIA Report.
Please refer to the reply in Row 4 on page
1*.
Alternative to the Triq Reid roundabout
The EIA was commissioned for the
assessment of the Manoel Island Master
Plan proposal. As is noted in the reply in
Row 4 on page 1*, the roundabout in
question as provided for in the North
Harbour Local Plan.
The impacts of the proposed development
on the capacity of the junction in question
has been studied in a review of transport
impacts which is being assessed by the
competent authority. Please also refer the
reply in Row 4 on page 1*.
FAA Traffic Improvement Proposal 01
Such a proposal should be made to the
Planning Authority as it would imply a
modification to the North Harbour Local
Plan. Such a modification to the plan would
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A photograph of the proposed site for the bridge is attached for ease of reference.

require both transport and environmental
assessments prior to its approval.
FAA Traffic Improvement Proposal 02
Such a proposal should be made to the
Planning Authority as it would imply a
modification to the North Harbour Local
Plan. Such a modification to the plan would
require both transport and environmental
assessments prior to its approval.
Preservation of Manoel Island’s Heritage
The construction of extra floor on the
Lazzaretto and the masking of Fort Manoel
fortifications.
This EIA Coordinator is informed that the
extra floor was permitted by the Planning
Authority

Alternative to Triq Reid roundabout
In a letter from Transport Malta to the Planning Authority dated 9 June 2020 in connection
with application PA/3920/20, [PRIVATE] wrote that “With regards to the size of the
roundabout, since this road is situated in a very busy residential and commercial distrct,
the size of the roundabout should be the maximum possible once widening will be carried
out. This, in view that in the future traffic levels are likely to increase...” [PRIVATE] adds
that he wants to retain “the possibility of increasing this (the roundabout).”

The massing and heights of Blocks 1,2, and
3, obliterating iconic views of the Valletta
and Floriana fortifications from Gzira
It is evident that views of Valletta are
effected from certain receptor locations as
is shown in the photomontages presented in
response to ERA comment 28 (on page 7*)
but not from others. People using public
spaces normally walk and when walking
(jogging, cycling etc) views change as do
obstacles to specific views. The use of the
term ‘obliterating’ in the comment is in the
view of the EIA Coordinator an
exaggeration.
The State shall safeguard the landscape
and the historical and artistic patrimony
of the Nation
Agreed
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It is very serious that all this is being planned without any study on the impact of the project
on the whole the promenade and the amenity to the public. It is incredible that the EIA
excludes a study of this proposed junction which is being sited at this place solely for the
benefit of the developer on Manoel Island. Therefore the junction or roundabout is part
and parcel of the Manoel Island project. Without the Manoel Island project there would be
no need for a junction.
In order to protect what is left of the waterfront and its promenade, Flimkien għal Ambjent
Aħjar offers two traffic management alternatives for assessment in order to improve the
layout and liveability of Triq ix-Xatt waterfront. Either option is designed to protect and
even improve the little that remains of the outdoor recreational space for Gżira residents
and visitors, and at the same time allow and improve vehicular access and exit to and
from Manoel Island.
FAA Traffic Improvement Proposal 01
FAA’s Proposal 01, proposes an elongated roundabout or loop positioned between the
junctions of Triq l-Msida (ex-A1 Bar) and Triq ix-Xatt/Triq Parisio or thereabouts. At the
southern, Gżira end, a partial roundabout would replace the traffic island by the ex-A1
Bar, so that traffic exiting from Manoel Island can turn back towards Gżira/Sliema, while
at the northern Sliema end of this loop, vehicles from the direction of Msida can turn
around and head back to the entrance of Manoel Island. This junction at the A1 bar
location was envisaged in the Local Plan.

The impact on Valletta’s UNESCO World
Heritage Site status and buffer zone
Reference should be made to the
photomontages referred to earlier in the EIA
Coordinator’s response to this comment.
Reference is made to the response in Row
28 (on page 7*).
World Heritage and Buffer Zones
Reference is should also be made to the
reply to comment 83 (on page 39*).
The damage to Manoel Island’s underwater
heritage
Reference is made to the response in Row
82 (on page 38*).
The destruction of the Bovile
Reference is made to the EIA Coordinator’s
statement regarding the Bovile matter in on
page 41*.
Social Impact
The impact on human-beings section of the
Terms of Reference has been responded to
in the EIA Report. Whether this input is
considered adequate or not is a moot point.
Re the statement about the visual impact
assessment, reference is made to the
response to ERA comment 28 on page 7*
and to the response to comment 81 on page
34* et seq regarding the need for an HIA
and SIA
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A1 Bar area
The thinking behind this proposal is to avoid traffic crossing opposite lanes and to keep
traffic flowing by merging it in the same direction before changing direction at the
respective ends of the elongated roundabout or loop.
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Triq Parisio area
This is the same reasoning behind the existing traffic arrangements. The exits from Gzira,
namely Triq Stuart, Triq Ponsonby, Triq Belvedere, Triq Bouverie, Triq Parisio and from
Sliema, Triq Sacro Cuor are blocked for cars intending to cross to the opposite lane on
the right. At the moment cars exiting from these streets have no option but to turn to the
left and to continue to the Ferries Sliema and can only change direction towards Msida at
the bottom of Triq Bisazza at the Ferries. With this proposal we suggest blocking the right
hand turns to the opposite lane for exits from Triq Reid and Triq il-Gzira. However, to
avoid adding more pressure to the Sliema Ferries and more air pollution there, a new turn
around would be created at the bottom of Triq Parisio or thereabouts. This would permit
cars exiting Gzira and wishing to go in the direction of Msida, can do so without going all
the way to the Sliema Ferries.
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At the point of the current Manoel Island bridge, a dedicated lane would allow traffic to
access and exit Manoel Island on the left without disrupting traffic flow from Sliema to
Msida/Ta’Xbiex and merge easily with traffic coming from the right. The elongated traffic
island would not allow any vehicular traffic crossings along its entire length and would
have the additional advantage that traffic coming from Gżira would not have to drive all
the way to the Ferries in order to double back to Manoel Island.
FAA Traffic Improvement Proposal 02
FAA again proposes two roundabouts as follows: the first is to be located in the junction
of Triq ilGżira with Triq l-Msida, which would regulate incoming traffic and allow access
into Manoel Island via a bridge in the northern part of Gżira Gardens. The current kiosk
and petrol station have already been earmarked for relocation, furthermore the junction
currently poses congestion issues owing to traffic from Sliema turning right into Triq ilGżira. Such a roundabout would be amply accommodated there, and regulate the growing
demands comfortably. It is furthermore proposed to create a smaller semi-roundabout at
the junction Triq ix-Xatt with Triq Parisio.
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In both cases, the northern roundabouts would eliminate the need for north-east bound
traffic to head all the way to an already congested traffic island at the Ferries in Sliema,
just to detour back to Manoel Island.
Both proposals build on the understanding that the traffic flows along Triq ix-Xatt will
increase with the demands posed by the development on Manoel Island, whilst
safeguarding the promenade of Gżira and avoid having to decrease its size to
accommodate vehicular traffic.
Preservation of Manoel Island’s Heritage
Flimkien għal Ambjent Aħjar is concerned about the following heritage issues relating to
the Manoel Island project:
1. The construction of an extra floor on the Lazzaretto and the masking of the Fort Manoel
fortifications.
2. The massing and heights of Blocks 1,2, and 3, which will obliterate iconic views of the
Valletta and Floriana fortifications from Gzira
3. The impact on Valletta’s UNESCO World Heritage Site status and buffer zone
4. The damage to Manoel Island’s underwater heritage.
5. The destruction of the Bovile
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1. The construction of extra floor on the Lazzaretto and the masking of Fort Manoel
fortifications.
2. The massing and heights of Blocks 1,2, and 3, obliterating iconic views of the
Valletta and Floriana fortifications from Gzira
All the Harbour Fortifications and their environs, including a buffer zone around Valletta,
Floriana and Gzira, were scheduled at a Grade 1 level in 1992, signifying that, according
to the still-valid clause of the Structure Plan for the Maltese Islands December 1990,
Cultural Heritage:
Grade 1: Buildings of outstanding architectural or historical interest that shall be
preserved in their entirety. Demolition or alterations which impair the setting or change
the external or internal appearance, including anything contained within the
curtilage of the building, will not be allowed.
The construction of an additional floor over the Lazzaretto is therefore completely
precluded, not just because it would be an unacceptable disfigurement of this heritage
building, but especially because it violates the scheduling of Fort Manoel. Fort Manoel is
the showpiece fortification built according to the plans and principles of Sebastien le
Prestre Vauban, the foremost military engineer of the eighteenth century. Masking such
a cultural landscape behind accretions would be a violation of Malta’s Constitution:
“9. The State shall safeguard the landscape and the historical and artistic
patrimony of the Nation.”
It would furthermore violate:
PA CIRCULAR 3/20 ASSESSING AND DETERMINING DEVELOPMENT
APPLICATIONS IN THE SETTING OF SCHEDULED BUILDINGS AND MONUMENTS
5.2 When dealing with heritage assets, one must also assess and understand the history
of change(s) to the context given its dynamic nature, which in turn will help to better
determine the impacts on the scheduled building and its context. The effects of recent
commitments should be mitigated for rather than further marred, towards the
improvement of the overall context of the scheduled building.
5.3 The notion of immediate, wider and extended context must be taken into consideration
especially (but not exclusively) where developments which are larger in terms of height,
volume and density than the scale of buildings in the vicinity, are proposed. This is
especially relevant when dealing with different grades of scheduling, with Grade 1
scheduled buildings being those heritage assets that exhibit significant
architectural and historical merits and require the highest in-depth analysis of their
setting, its value and any potential adverse impacts on it from development
proposals. Thus, an assessment of the setting of Grade 1 scheduled buildings must
include all levels of the context - immediate, wider and extended. This approach may
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also be adopted for the other grades of scheduling, depending on the case, both in terms
of the nature of development proposed and depending on the relevant scheduled item.”
SPED:
“2.28 The national identity of the Maltese Islands is encapsulated in its cultural landscape,
spanning the urban, rural and coastal areas. Malta's cultural landscape is threatened by
the extent of built-up area, industrial and coastal development, taller buildings on
Thematic Objective 7: Controlling activities which might have an impact on areas,
buildings, structures, sites, spaces and species with a general presumption against the
demolition of scheduled and vernacular buildings”
Additionally, re 1. The construction of extra floor on the Lazzaretto and the masking
of Fort Manoel fortifications.
FAA requests revision of the photomontage taken from Ta’ Xbiex to evaluate the impact
of the additional floor on the Lazzaretto on the Fort Manoel bastions. These are to be
taken at sea level, like the rest of the photomontages. Taking this shot from a raised street
height is misleading in minimising the impact of the extra storey on the Lazzaretto, in
favour of the project.
As a grade 1 building nothing should be allowed to obscure or overshadow Fort Manoel.
Even the viewpoints chosen in the Visual Impact Assessment show the masking of the
south side of the Fort by the additional floor on Lazzaretto. Even Lazzaretto itself should
not be disfigured with an additional floor as an important historical and iconic building as
a listing building.
Additionally, re 2. The massing and heights of Blocks 1,2, and 3, obliterating iconic
views of the Valletta and Floriana fortifications from Gzira. FAA is extremely
concerned by the EIA Coordinator’s claims that the Valletta/Floriana fortifications cannot
be seen from Gzira other than rooftops. This shocking statement reveals the lack of
scrutiny of such matters in the EIA and casts doubt on the reliability of other declarations.
It was equally shocking that he could not explain why the Visual Impact Assessment
included a viewpoint from Gzira towards Ta’ Xbiex, a viewpoint from Gzira towards Sliema
but no viewpoints from Gzira towards Valletta, a world heritage site. When asked he
blamed faceless anonymous bureaucrats. This shows that this report was deficient if not
biased in favour of the developer.
3. The impact on Valletta’s UNESCO World Heritage Site status and buffer zone
The issue of Valletta’s World Heritage Site buffer zone has not been established;
therefore, it would be extremely injudicious to allow development that might put Valletta’s
World Heritage status at risk. During the debate re the height of Fort Cambridge in relation
to Valletta, the buffer zone was taken to be 500m. Fort Manoel is well within 500m of
Valletta’s bastion line.
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The position of the UNESCO World Heritage Centre is as follows:
World Heritage and Buffer Zones
According to the current Operational Guidelines, a buffer zone is meant to ensure effective
protection of the nominated property through complementary legal and/or customary
restrictions placed on its use and development in order to give an added layer of
protection to the property. The Guidelines list in particular protection of immediate setting,
important views and other functional attributes. Therefore the views of Valletta and its
bastions from Gzira are not important or worth considering?
To this end we propose the transformation the site of the proposed blocks 1,2 and 3 into
a park which would preserve the views across the harbour, Valletta, Floriana and the
bastions from gzira.

4. The damage to Manoel Island’s underwater heritage.
Findings of underwater remains dating from ancient times to the recent past, all bear
witness to the fact that Manoel Island’s shores are rich in archaeology, some of it
extending underneath the quay by Paparazzi restaurant. These ancient rock-cut features,
as well as potentially rich deposits dumped from moored quarantine vessels and the
Lazzaretto itself need to be studied and protected.
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It was this NGO that drew the attention of the public to these ancient seabed features
which the original EIA completely ignored in its studies. It is thanks to this organisation
that these features can be protected.
It is therefore imperative that investigations and assessments by qualified, independent
archaeologists take place as part of the EIA process, before any decisions are taken, and
especially before the commencement of dredging.
5. The destruction of the Bovile
Qualified research carried out at the publicly available archives has shown that, far from
having no value, the so-called ‘Store C’ that was destroyed was actually a ‘bovile’ or
quarantine barn for cattle imported into Malta. This added a further historic dimension to
the role of Manoel Island and is testament to how seriously the principle of quarantine
was carried out under the Knights and later too. This was possibly a unique structure of
its sort to survive in the Mediterranean and in spite of its vernacular features, added a
great value to Manoel Island’s heritage by virtue of its role and rarity.
It is shocking that it was ERA that permitted this demolition when it approved a conflicted
and fraudulent EIA report without ascertaining the impartiality of the consultant. The EPRT
itself stated that the conflict of interest was easily ascertainable.
Social Impact
The construction of a completely new community and retail centre on Gzira’s shore will
have an indelible impact on Gzira’s residents, creating a whole new social, retail and
accommodation context. The EIA itself discusses the fact that the Manoel Island
development is expected to generate a spinoff of commercial development along Gzira
seafront. This will inevitably lead to more congestion and air pollution, as well as
gentrification leading to elevated property prices, social imbalances, dispersal of the Gzira
community and a lack of social cohesion. The fact that any sort of social-economic study
has not been carried out at any level despite being included in the EIA Terms of
Reference, shows that this EIA is seriously lacking in regard to the well-being of residents
which should be a primary concern.
Conclusion
Flimkien għal Ambjent Aħjar considers this EIA report to be deficient in various respects
and does not even meet its own Terms of Reference. It has also been prepared under
superceded regulations and do not comply with the EIA regulations in effect since
December 2017.
FAA requests a proper study of alternatives with no gaslighting comparing the project to
a rubbish dump. The Visual Impact Assessment is biased and has to be redone with an
assessment of the views of Valleta and across the harbour from Gzira.
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The junction or roundabout shjould be included in the EIA as it is being proposed solely
in connection with the Manoel Island project included in the EIA. It is therefore part and
parcel of the site of the project.
We resereve the right to bring further arguments in any other forum should the need arise.
Encl [ERA Note: refer to Annex I]:
Photographic evidence showing views of Valletta from Gzira
FAA representations dated 21 March 2021
Parliamentary petition signed by 7571 persons
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